National Origin Discrimination
Don’t Ignore It - Report it!

Discrimination in employment, housing, public accommodations, and credit based on national origin (i.e., the country a person was born or perceived to have been born) is prohibited.

Examples of National Origin Discrimination include:

- Refusing to hire a qualified candidate
- Paying an employee at a lower rate
- Denying the opportunity to rent to a family
- Refusing admittance or seating at a public place like a nightclub or a restaurant
- Rejecting an application for a loan or charging a higher interest rate

If you believe you have been a victim of national origin discrimination, don’t ignore it, report it to the CCHR.

Contact us at (312) 744-4474
Email: cchr@cityofchicago.org

Website: Chicago.gov/cchr
@ChicagoCHR
@ChiCCHR

Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot